
 

 

 

 

MG Motor India leverages music to bring community together 

during times of COVID-19; launches ‘Raftaar Wahi Hogi’, a Song of 

Solidarity 

New Delhi, April 21, 2020:  In an effort to spread hope and solidarity during these unsure 

times, MG Motor India employees and dealer partners came together to create a ‘song of 

solidarity’. Titled ‘Raftaar Wahi Hogi’ - MG Motor India collaborated with Dr. Rahat Indori 

and Delhi-based Sufi Rock Band - Faridkot for the composition. 

The music as well as the video was turned around in under a week as MG employees and 

dealer partners innovated & collaborated on the project via technology. MG India has further 

tied up with Big FM as Radio Partner for the song's release and amplification. Community 

being one of the key pillars of MG Motor India, the brand decided to utilize music as a platform 

since it connects everyone together. The song 'Raftaar Wahi Hogi' sends the underlying 

message of a ‘new tomorrow’ where India will stand together and help rebuild the nation 

once again.  

Speaking about the song, Udit Malhotra, Head – Marketing, MG Motor India, said, 

“Raftaar Wahi Hogi – is a call for solidarity in these unsure times. As a community focused 

company, we banked upon a simple insight that music connects everyone since we believe as 

a 'collective' entity. Together, we can truly make a difference." 

Dr. Rahat Indori, the man and mind behind the lyrics shared that his intent ‘was to 

communicate hope and a message that we all will get through these tough times.’ 

"We are quite excited about this composition for two reasons - One, we believe that the 

song has been produced for a great cause and noble intent by the brand and second, who 

would want to miss the opportunity to work with Dr Rahat Indori”, shared I P Singh, Lead 

Vocalist of Faridkot. 

High resolution video link: 

https://wetransfer.com/downloads/5ad33cc4f9a9d1af25e08f9ae92f900320200422023847/cd5

d9dedae6fac112a02392c3e8b129320200422023920/234ee1 

About MG Motor India 

Founded in the UK in 1924, Morris Garages vehicles were world-famous for their sports cars, 

roadsters, and cabriolet series. MG vehicles were much sought after by many celebrities, 

including the British Prime Ministers and even the British Royal Family, for their styling, 

elegance, and spirited performance. The MG Car Club, set up in 1930 at Abingdon in the UK, 

has thousands of loyal fans, making it one of the world’s largest clubs for a car brand. MG has 

evolved into a modern, futuristic and innovative brand over the last 96 years. MG Motor India 

has its car manufacturing plant at Halol in Gujarat. 
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